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Executive Summary

Over the next few decades, the United Nations (UN)

China and Russia among others may fall in this

has projected that the world will experience significant

category, and may require further analysis.

demographic shifts due to lower birth rates and longer

• Higher growth rates in the labor force in certain

lifespans. The world’s population aged 65 and above

regions cannot be expected to compensate for the

will increase from 12 percent today to 16 percent in 2050,

declines in other regions. Specifically, lower labor

doubling the old-age dependency ratio2 to 25.2. These

productivity and problems with the absorption of

demographic shifts would have material implications. Pop-

the increased labor force in Sub-Saharan Africa,

ulation aging and its dynamics will influence a number of

compared to regions where labor force growth

1

economic variables and behavioral responses, particularly

is decelerating sharply, would possibly result in a

economic growth, productivity, labor force participation,

sharper decline in the rate of growth globally. This

consumption choice, personal savings and thus invest-

will be further complicated by the growing barriers

ment, and public finances. Population aging is unavoidable,

to peoples’ movements between regions.

but public policies and technological advances may limit

• Personal savings as a ratio of GDP would decline.

some of its adverse effects.

Assuming that the personal propensities to save

The key implications of population aging identified in

remain as in 2015,4 the rate of growth of the per-

this paper include:

sonal savings pool would show a slowdown of

• Annual GDP growth for the world and most coun-

1.2 percent a year, for a rather striking cumulative

try groups would decline. Under a counterfactual

decline of 2.5 percentage points of GDP by 2050.

no-aging scenario annual GDP growth would

Even assuming that corporate and public savings

3

be higher. As a consequence, per capita GDP

remain as in the baseline, the slower growth of

would be 7 percent lower by 2050 than under the

personal savings would lead to real interest rates

counterfactual scenario—8 percent lower among

rising and therefore slowing growth of total invest-

today’s advanced countries and 6 to 7 percent

ment. This, in turn, would lead to weaker growth in

lower among emerging and developing countries.

GDP than otherwise, with a potential vicious cycle

• These declines would be greater in countries with

of slower growth of GDP, savings, and investment.

significant population aging. This goes beyond the

• An increase in the rate of participation of older

impact of a changed age structure of the labor

workers, other things equal, would help raise

force. While this paper does not directly address

the rate of per capita GDP growth. However, the

individual countries, these outcomes could be

increase in the participation rate of older work-

central to understanding why countries with falling,

ers and the resulting increase in output will not

or even declining, growth rates in population and

be enough to compensate for an increasingly

labor force, have seen a decline in GDP growth.

smaller relative labor force of younger workers in

Japan, some European countries, and possibly

today’s advanced countries, but will be sufficient
to offset the aging effect in emerging economies

1. It should be noted that long-term projections of the size and age composition of the population are subject to considerable uncertainty, and that
the estimates presented here should be seen as lower bounds of the prospects for the next decades.
2. Ratio of population aged 65 and above per hundred population aged
15 to 64.
3. Under which the age and gender composition of the population and the
labor force participation rate in 2017 remain unchanged, although population grows at the pace predicated by the UN.

(to the extent that productivity of labor increases).
Of course, if savings decline the total impact of
increased labor force participation by older workers will be smaller—GDP per capita would only
4. US Bureau of Labor Statistics estimate.

i

ii
be 3 percent higher relative to a situation without
increased participation.
• GDP growth would likely decline as the consump-

ity in certain countries and regions, and facilitating
immigration to aging countries or regions, as this

services. As the composition of spending (and

would increase young workers and give aging

thus output) of an aging population shifts toward

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

aging. This could include encouraging higher fertil-

tion basket of an aging population shifts toward

services, a significant change in total factor pro-



• Address some of the driving forces of population

countries time to adjust.
• Encourage and facilitate elderly and female labor

ductivity can be expected. Productivity of the

force participation. This should include removal of

service sectors has been considerably lower than

mandatory retirement ages, facilitation of part time

that of others. This paper estimates that, in the

work, elimination of mandatory withdrawals from

absence of important technological changes in the

retirement accounts, and establishment of condi-

service sectors and with lower savings, the annual

tions for women to increase their participation in

rate of GDP growth would decline by about half of

the labor force, such as the provision of child care

a percentage point.

facilities.

• Scenarios are also available for specific regions.

• Encourage personal savings. This should include

The effect of an aging labor force on per capita

an educational campaign to encourage savings

GDP5 is particularly strong in the European Union

and simplifying rules on retirement accounts. This

and in Emerging Asia (a decline of 0.1 percentage

would induce individuals to accumulate higher sav-

points a year). Latin America shows no decline.

ings for retirement and, in turn, increase investment

However, the impact of lower labor productivity

and economic growth relative to the baseline. It

appears to be somewhat stronger in the case of

should be noted that governments have a stake

Latin America than for other regions. Finally, the

in encouraging saving for retirement, as this would

impact of an increase in labor force participation

reduce elderly dependence on public programs.

by those aged 65 and above is more pronounced

• Encourage an environment that significantly pro-

in Africa. Sub-Saharan Africa shows an increase

motes enhancement of technology and innovation.

of 0.4 percentage points, as the region initially

This is of the essence to continue to improve living

has labor force dividends before the lower fertility

standards all over the world, or as a minimum, to

impacts the labor force.

help preserve the gains observed in per capita

• Growing aging-related outlays are expected to

income in recent decades. Without technological

raise fiscal deficits considerably. The estimated

improvements, even the current levels of income

steady increase, to a cumulative 5 percentage

cannot be guaranteed.

points of GDP by 2050, is likely to drive public

• Improve the skills of new workers in Africa, as most

debt to unsustainable levels. It is noteworthy that

of the growth in the labor force will take place

this fiscal problem is of a larger magnitude, as

there. One of the most urgent and likely difficult

a proportion of GDP, among the emerging and

challenges will be the buildup of the human capital

developing economies because they face a more

required to fulfill its potential in the aging environ-

rapid aging process than the advanced economies,

ment. To this end, an effective education system

which are already confronting the impacts of aging.

will need to play the central role. However, the

Clearly, the deterioration in public finances, if not

region has lagged behind others regarding edu-

addressed, would have dire consequences.

cation. Even among the most advanced countries,

• The well-being of the world is highly dependent
on the rate of investment and technological
advances. If these falter, the situation would look
more precarious.
While the driving forces of population aging are here

the quality of education is defective, and is in need
of considerable improvement.
• Take the difficult but necessary measures to avoid
unsustainable fiscal situations. These measures
should include strengthening public pension plans

to stay, a multi-prong policy response can ameliorate their

through a combination of extending retirement ages

effects. Such a policy response would include:

and increasing contributions, reducing aging-re-

5. Relative to a constant ratio of workers aged 65 and above to workers
aged 25 to 64.

the efficiency of non-aging related spending. In the

lated spending, raising revenue, and improving

iii
absence of these measures, fiscal crises would be
unavoidable, with devastating consequences.
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• Aging places pressure on the public finances

Introduction
One of the megatrends identified in The World in 2050

because of growing spending on aging-related

is the aging of the world’s population. Some of the conse-

programs (such as pensions and health).

1

quences of this phenomenon were presented in that study,

This paper is by no means comprehensive. It does

to the extent that labor force growth reflected the popula-

not address potential positive consequences for welfare

tion growth projected by the UN2 and some increased labor

resulting from shrinking populations. Indeed, the popula-

force participation by the elderly.

tion growth rate of the past, i.e., population doubling every

This paper seeks to identify more specifically how the

35 years or so, is unsustainable. In this regard, an aspect

aging phenomenon is affecting, and is likely to affect, eco-

of great significance, but not discussed here, is that easing

nomic developments, particularly GDP growth,3 relative

population pressure helps to contain the use of energy

to the central scenario presented in The World in 2050

and fossils fuels, benefiting the environment. It also helps

(the baseline scenario for this paper). Clearly, a key aspect

increase investment in people, promising inclusive growth

of how aging affects future growth derives from the con-

and higher living standards.

siderable changes in the demographic structure of the

This paper follows two complementary methodologies:

population, due to both lower birth rates and longer lifes-

a number of econometric exercises, based on historical

pans. Indeed, the share of the world’s population aged 65

data, which help isolate specific aspects of aging, and the

and above is projected to increase from 12 percent today

Centennial growth model, with all of the complexities and

to 16 percent in 2050, according to the medium variant of

interactions that it entails. Despite the latter, the two meth-

the UN population projections. The global old-age depen-

odologies show outcomes that are consistent in terms of

4

dency ratio (population aged 65 and above per hundred

the direction of change, and broadly in terms of the range

population aged 15 to 64) would double to 25.2 by 2050,

of results.

led by the rapid aging of the population in emerging and

Nevertheless, while elaborating on the potential effects

developing countries.

mentioned above and some appropriate policy responses,

Other important aspects of aging discussed in this

more thorough and specific analysis of the consequences

paper include:

of aging on different regions and countries is certainly

• Older cohorts of the population tend to work longer.

needed. The authors are aware of the need for further study

This has been noticeable in the US, especially in

to understand these consequences more fully, to quantify

the cases of workers enjoying their job, managers,

them, and to formulate specific plans of action, and there-

professionals, and workers in other non-strenuous

fore are looking forward to contributions and guidance

activities.

from the Emerging Market Forum (EMF) discussions.

• As these cohorts become a larger share of the

This paper has benefited from the extensive literature

population, they induce a shift in the population’s

on the behavioral responses associated with aging, briefly

consumption basket toward services.

summarized in Box 1.

• Aging affects future growth of personal (and
national) savings and investment.

Alternative scenarios on how aging is affecting
and is likely to affect economic developments

1. Kohli, Harinder, The World in 2050, Oxford, 2016.
2. The 2015 Revision of the UN World Population Prospects.
3. The aging phenomenon reflects a shift in the global age structure resulting from a combination of decline in fertility rates and an increase in life
expectancy.
4. The medium variant is used for the analysis throughout this paper.

in the future
This paper addresses this issue by studying a number
of effects of aging and quantifying them to the extent

1

2
Box 1: Behavioral Responses to Demographic Changes
Considerable amounts of research have focused on the

unleashing the full potential would require a compre-

behavioral aspects of demographic changes and the asso-

hensive set of policies to support and promote female

ciated government policy adjustments. This box summarizes
some of these research efforts, providing some background for

employment (Elborgh-Woytek et al. 2013).
•

the discussion at the Forum.
•

wage increases resulting from labor scarcity (Dolls et al.

Increases in life expectancy could encourage individuals

2015). However, the decline in population could also

to stay in the workforce longer or induce governments

reduce aggregate demand for goods and services,

to increase labor force participation of older-aged
cohorts. However, despite a significant increase in life
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•

which, in turn, could lower the demand for labor.
•

capital, raising labor productivity, which could more

the effective retirement age has been modest (Bloom

than offset the potential loss in output from the decline

et al. 2010).

in population size (Lee and Mason 2010).

Population aging could have an impact on labor pro-

•

tive (Burtless 2013; Maestas, Mullen, and Powell 2014).

International capital flows could be affected, with capital
flowing from countries with older populations to coun-

labor force is not necessarily more—or less— produc-

tries with younger populations (Borsch-Supa, 2002).
•

The capacity to innovate could change with aging.

Increased life expectancy could also encourage higher

Empirical evidence points to an inversely U-shaped rela-

savings during the working life in order to finance a

tionship with the highest performance shown between

longer retirement period (Bloom et al. 2003). The consequent lower interest rates (Kulish et al. 2006) could

•

Lower birth rates could increase investment in human

expectancy, in most OECD countries the increase in

ductivity, although the evidence suggests that an older

•

Labor supply could increase as a reaction to possible

ages 30 and 50 (Frosch 2009).
•

The political behavior of an aging electorate could

encourage capital accumulation. However, this effect

reshape policies to favor the interests and needs of

may be more than offset by dissaving by the elderly

older populations (Peterson 1999) or lead to replace-

(Lee et al. 2010).

ment migration policies (Tyers and Shi 2007).

The decline in birth rates could encourage higher
female labor force participation (Bloom et al. 2007), but

possible by i) applying the results of regression analysis

• Output per worker falls as the share of those 65

to the baseline scenario growth estimates, under differ-

and above in the employed work force increases,

ent assumptions; ii) applying the Centennial growth model

consistent with studies that show a decline in pro-

to the baseline scenario growth estimates, under similar

ductivity with aging;

assumptions; and iii) conceptually analyzing some aspects
of aging that are likely to have significant effects on economic growth if not addressed in a timely manner.

• Output grows as the labor force participation rate
of those 65 and above increases,6 partly offsetting
the just mentioned fall; and
• A decline in the rates of savings and investment

Regression analysis and alternative scenarios on how

as a proportion of GDP and in the growth in Total

aging affects growth

Factor Productivity (TFP), as described elsewhere

To analyze the effect of labor force aging—older workers’ participation in the labor force—on output, this section

in the paper, would have a negative effect on the
rate of growth of GDP.

explores the relationship between the growth of two age

The following equation is used for the regressions:

groups of the working population (those aged 65 and

Log GDPt =A+ B log EL(65+)t +C log

above and those aged 25 to 64), the growth of labor pro-

EL(25-64)t + D log (GDP/W) t

ductivity, and the growth of output. The analysis is based

Equation (1) indicates that GDP is a function of the

on econometric exercises using data for the world and

employed labor force aged 65 and above and aged

for different country groups and regions during the period

25-64,7 and output per worker. The latter is a conceptual

1990-2016. The results of the regressions are used to

second best to having two separate variables: (i) capital

develop different scenarios for the period up to 2050. To

intensity per worker and (ii) TFP, which are not available

be clear, the scenarios are of general and thus tentative
nature. Even so the results of these scenarios are sobering.
The main findings of the regressions are:5
5. The regressions are run in logs: thus the coefficients provide rates of

(1)

change.
6. Labor force participation by the elderly in the US bottomed out and
started to rise 20 years ago. The wealthiest individuals seem to find it easier
to work longer, and have a much lower propensity to spend what they earn.
7. Implicitly, this includes the debatable assumption that the rates of unemployment for the two age groups are the same.

3
Table 1: Regression results for GDP growth (log form)
World

Advanced countries

Emerging and devoliping Countries

Intercept

0.002

-0.002

0.003

Employed 65 + 1/

0.047

0.031

0.099

Employed 25-64

0.678

0.982

0.663

Output per Worker

1.116

0.860

1.057

R2

0.999

0.999

0.999

1/ Low T value
Source: UN, ILO, IMF and Centennial estimates

systematically. However, the use of output per worker in

based on the estimates of employed people 65 and above,

the regression reflects the fact that data for this variable are

employed people aged 25-64, and projected output per

available for the different groups of countries, while data for

worker.

Based on these results, five alternative stylized scenarios are developed for the period through 2050, as
presented in Table 2 below:
• The first scenario is the baseline (the central scenario of The World in 2050), which is based on the
medium variant of the UN projections for population growth and labor force participation.

Several main trends can be derived when comparing
the various scenarios:
• The average rate of GDP growth for the world and
each large block of countries declines as population ages. GDP per capita will continue to increase
but at declining rates.
• An increase in the rate of participation of older
workers, all other things equal, would help increase

• The second scenario is based on the assumption

the rate of GDP growth on a per capita basis. How-

that the participation rate among 65+year old

ever, the increase in the participation rate of older

workers increases gradually to reach an increase

workers and the resulting increase in output will

of 50 percent with respect to the baseline, namely

not be enough to compensate for an increasingly

from 21 to 31 percent. Throughout the exercise

smaller relative labor force of younger workers for

it is assumed that labor productivity grows at an

the advanced countries, although it would among

annual rate of 1.9 percent. This is consistent with

emerging economies, aided by the demographic

TFP growth of 1 percent. Capital intensity is also

dividend in places like Sub-Saharan Africa, and

assumed to increase.

initially, in Latin America and the Caribbean..

• The third scenario assumes that the current age

• The well-being of the world will be highly depen-

structure is maintained through 2050, and that

dent on the rate of investment and advances in

population grows at the rate assumed for the

technology. If these falter, the situation would look

baseline scenario.

more precarious.

• The fourth scenario assumes that the rate of

• As noted above, the aging-related shift in the

growth of the labor force remains constant with

composition of spending (and thus output) toward

respect to the experience of the last five years.

services is likely to result in a significant change

• The last scenario shows a decline in the rate of

in TFP and therefore economic growth (see sec-

growth of labor productivity, namely a decline in

tion on “Composition of consumption basket and

the rate of growth of output per worker of 0.5

output”). If GDP per worker were to grow at a rate

percentage point associated with a shift in output

of 1.4 percent a year as opposed to 1.9% percent,

composition toward services, and lower levels of

as assumed in these scenarios, the annual rate of

savings and investment.

growth of GDP would decline by about half of a

Table 2 shows growth in GDP and GDP per capita for

percentage point.

the different scenarios for the world, advanced economies,

• The stylized scenarios provide further support to

and emerging and developing economies. The estimates

the adverse effect of aging on output but not on a

shown are the annual average growth rates for the period

general basis. Specifically, if the current age struc-

2017-50. Appendix 2 provides a greater detail, with values

ture were maintained, even with the same rate of

for 2020, 2030, 2040, and 2050, for each of the scenarios,

growth assumed for the baseline scenario, GDP

including average growth rates of GD, and GDP per capita,

growth for aging regions would have been higher

HOW AGING SOCIETIES MAY AFFECT GLOBAL GROWTH PROSPECTS

TFP are available only for selected areas.
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Table 2: GDP as a function of labor force and output per worker
Average GDP per capita

Average GDP Growth (2017

Growth (2017 to 2050)

to 2050)

65+ labor force participation - UN projection

2.62%

3.51%

gradual increase in 65+ labor force participation

2.69%

3.59%

65+ to 25-64 employed ratio constant

2.61%

3.50%

Population grows at 5-year historical rate

2.92%

4.15%

2.06%

2.95%

65+ labor force participation - UN projection

1.43%

1.62%

gradual increase in 65+ labor force participation

1.63%

1.82%

65+ to 25-64 employed ratio constant

1.46%

1.66%

Population grows at 5-year historical rate

1.57%

1.97%

1.00%

1.19%

World

65+ labor force participation - UN projection and output per
worker growth 0.5% less
Advanced Economies

CLAUDIO LOSER, JOSE FAJGENBAUM, HARPAUL ALBERTO KOHLI, AND IEVA VILKELYTE



65+ labor force participation - UN projection and output per
worker growth 0.5% less

Emerging and Developing Economies
65+ labor force participation - UN projection

3.44%

4.35%

gradual increase in 65+ labor force participation

3.60%

4.51%

65+ to 25-64 employed ratio constant

3.34%

4.25%

Population grows at 5-year historical rate

3.80%

5.09%

2.91%

3.81%

65+ labor force participation - UN projection AND output per
worker growth 0.5% less
Source: Centennial-Group. See Appendix Table A1.2 for further details.

than in the baseline, reflecting higher productivity

productivity appears to be somewhat stronger in

of the age group below 65. However, in regions

the case of Latin America than for other regions.

where aging of the labor force is not occurring, like
in Sub-Saharan Africa, the reverse would be the

Centennial growth model and scenarios on how aging

case. If the rate of growth of the labor force were

affects growth

to remain constant with respect to the experience
of the last five years, the annual rate of growth of
GDP and GDP per capita would be higher than in
the baseline scenario.

A counterfactual scenario
The Centennial growth model provides a broad and
versatile tool to analyze in detail different scenarios, on the

• The effect of aging of the labor force on per capita

basis of the different assumptions applied in the previous

GDP, relative to a constant ratio of workers aged

section. The central tenet of the current version of the run,

65 and above to those aged 25 to 64, is particularly

is the comparison of the central scenario presented in The

strong in the European Union and Emerging Asia

World in 2050, with a hypothetical, counterfactual scenario

(a decline of 0.6 percentage points a year). Latin

that asks what would GDP growth and other variables—

America shows a decline of 0.4 percentage points,

regional developments, income per capita, etc—look like

and is reversed for Sub-Saharan Africa. However,

through 2050 if the current population structure—the

the impact of an increase in labor force participa-

size and age-gender composition of the population and

tion for those 65 and above is more pronounced

the labor force participation in 2017—were to remain

for this region. Finally, the impact of lower labor

unchanged throughout the projection horizon, while growing at the same rate as in the baseline.8 When compared

8. . To be sure, the counterfactual scenario does not suggest any specific
policy action to change the declining trend in world population projected
by the UN.

5
with the baseline scenario, it is possible to ascertain the

The results of this scenario confirm the findings derived

impact of a slower growing and aging work force on growth.

from the regression analysis, even though the numbers are

Table 3 shows per capita income levels for the world

marginally different because of the different methodology

and various regions, under three different cases, including

and somewhat different initial behavioral scenarios.

i) the medium variant UN population based scenario, ii)
a scenario where labor force participation of those aged

A scenario reflecting the recent trend of increased

65 and above increases but savings declines, and iii) a

labor force participation rates by people aged 65 and

scenario where the structure of the labor force remains

above, and declining personal saving.

unchanged. Table 4 presents the rates of per capita

As noted, a number of studies conclude that productivity declines after a given age, depending on the productive

various regions, under the three scenarios, while Figure 1

sector, and that such a decline has a negative impact on

shows the trajectory of per capita growth rates, over time

total productivity. While not disputing this finding, this sec-

for the world, advanced economies, and emerging and

tion seeks to assess the dynamic impact of an increase

developing countries. Appendix I provides information on

in the labor force participation rate of older workers on

GDP, and the behavior of growth for different regions.

GDP growth, and confirm the findings derived above on

As shown in detail in Table 4 and Figure 1, the aging

the basis of regression analysis.9

of the labor force for the world would imply an annual rate

The scenario assumes: i) the labor force participa-

of growth that is about 0.12 percentage points lower than

tion of those 65 and above gradually increases to a level

in a situation where the population would not age. As a

50 percent higher than currently; and ii) the savings (and

result, per capita income under the normal aging assump-

thus investment) rate gradually declines to a level 2.5

tion, which is the likeliest one, would be 7 percent lower

percentage points of GDP lower than in 2017 (see sec-

than the counterfactual in 2050. For advanced economies,

tion “Savings and Investment”). This scenario shows an

the annual average growth rate would be 0.27 percentage

increase in the rate of annual growth of GDP over the base-

points lower and per capita income would be 8 percent

line scenario, even with lower investment growth. For the

lower than in the counterfactual scenario in 2050. For

world, the average annual growth rate in per capita income

emerging and developing countries, these rates would be

goes up by 0.06 percentage points, for a cumulative 3

0.06 percentage points and about 6 percent, respectively.

percent increase. For advanced countries, the increase in

The lower effect of aging on the latter group of countries is

labor force participation would effectively offset the decline

due to an estimated major demographic dividend for Africa,

in savings and investment, while for emerging and devel-

with a 0.4 percentage point increase in the annual growth

oping countries, the increases would be 0.08 percentage

rate and a 15 percent increase in per capita income, as the
labor force remains considerably younger than for other
9. Other impacts of a higher labor force participation rate by older people
are discussed below.

emerging and developing countries

Table 3: GDP per capita (market exchange rates)
2050,
2017

normal
scenario 1/

2050,
labor and

2050, higher labor

2050, constant

savings

participation 65+

age structure

b/e

adjusted

a

b

c

d

e

f

World

10145

23022

23703

23948

24671

0.93

Advanced Economies

42251

70368

70513

72595

76515

0.92

4559

16276

17033

16437

17283

0.94

Sub-Saharan Africa

1503

3761

3848

3832

3264

1.15

Latin America & Caribbean

8268

22487

23450

23565

21774

1.03

Emerging Asia

4367

21410

22510

22478

23459

0.91

Middle East & North Africa

8562

15449

15654

15757

15430

0.99

Emerging & Developing
Countries

1/ The normal scenario uses UN population projections. The age-adjusted scenario adjusts for potential shifts in labor force participation by those 65 and above. For
comparative purposes, the constant labor scenario assumes that the current age distribution of the workforce remains the same throughout the period.
Source: Centennial estimates.
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income growth over the period 2017 to 2050, for the

6
Table 4: GDP per capita growth rates
Average
2017-2050

2017

2050

UN projection with normal participation
World

2.38

2.27

2.2

Advanced Economies

1.56

1.46

1.56

Emerging & Developing Countries

3.06

3.3

2.57

Sub-Saharan Africa

2.53

0.03

3.12

Latin America & Caribbean

2.37

0.01

2.36

Emerging Asia

3.89

5.2

3.11

1.6

-0.12

1.73

Middle East & North Africa
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UN projection with increased labor participation +65 and lower savings
World

2.44

2.27

2.26

Advanced Economies

1.58

1.46

1.53

Emerging & Developing Countries

3.14

3.3

2.65

Sub-Saharan Africa

2.59

0.03

3.23

Latin America & Caribbean

2.44

0.01

2.44

Emerging Asia

3.97

5.2

3.2

Middle East & North Africa

1.63

-0.12

1.79

UN projection with increased labor participation +65 only
World

2.49

2.27

2.37

Advanced Economies

1.66

1.46

1.69

Emerging & Developing Countries

3.17

3.3

2.75

Sub-Saharan Africa

2.59

0.03

3.23

Latin America & Caribbean

2.49

0.01

2.57

Emerging Asia

4.01

5.2

3.31

1.66

-0.12

1.84

World

2.50

2.27

2.36

Advanced Economies

1.83

1.46

1.78

Emerging & Developing Countries

3.12

3.3

2.73

Sub-Saharan Africa

2.14

0.03

2.58

Latin America & Caribbean

2.37

0.01

2.5

4

5.2

3.35

1.65

-0.12

1.85

Middle East & North Africa
Constant age structure

Emerging Asia
Middle East & North Africa
Source: Centennial-Group.

points and 5 percent.10 If the scenario is modified to include

rate of the population aged 65 and above would have a

only the increased participation of those 65 and above, the

significant effect on per-capita income.

exercise shows an increase in growth for the world, even
though the effect would be either small or negative in the

Analysis of other potential effects of aging on

case of Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa.

GDP growth

A key observation that can be derived from this scenario
is that even granting that older workers are less productive,

Composition of consumption basket and output

their increased participation in the labor force would lead

A well-known fact is that as people get older their

to increases in GDP and GDP per capita growth relative to

consumption basket shifts toward services. Thus, a faster

the baseline, even as savings rates decline. As discussed

growing older population could lead to a change in the

in previous sections, the pure increase in the participation

composition of demand of an economy, and as a result
global production and trade structure would mirror such

10. The annual growth rate increases would be 0.06-.07 percent for
Sub-Saharan Africa and LATAM, and 0.8 percent in Asia, where the growth
in the productivity of labor is higher.

a change. Because productivity and productivity growth
of the services sector have been lower than those of

7
Figure 1: GDP per capita growth rates
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UN projection with increased labor participation +65 and lower savings
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manufacturing, agriculture, and other non-services sectors,

about annual TFP growth rates for the non-services sec-

a decline in output growth may well be expected from a

tors (1.75 percent) and the services sector (0.665 percent).

shift in the composition of output toward services.

11

Thus, the alternative scenario discussed above

Indeed, recent studies show that the rate of TFP

assumes that the TFP growth rate for the US--which deter-

growth is significantly different among the productive

mines the frontier growth of productivity--would decline,

sectors. For instance, an IMF study suggests as much

directly affecting the growth path for different country

for high-income countries.12 World Bank data show the

groups, including convergers and non-convergers.

relentless pace of growth of the share of services in world
output over the last twenty years (including for all income
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Savings and Investment

groups—high, middle, and low) (Figure 2). Concurrently,

Does aging affect the growth of the pool of personal

the shares of industry and agriculture show considerable

savings and as a consequence the growth of investment,

declines in all regions, except for the low-income coun-

which is a key input of the growth model?14

tries where the shares of industry increased somewhat but

This paper assumes that the pattern of personal sav-

stabilized recently, while the shares of agriculture declined.

ings over time predicted by the life cycle hypothesis will

Services already constitute about three quarters of GDP in

hold in the future.15 Put differently, individuals prefer to

the high-income countries, somewhat less than 60 percent

smooth their consumption over their lifetime, dis-saving

in middle-income countries, and almost one-half of GDP in

(typically by borrowing) in early age, beginning to save as

low-income countries.

income increases, accumulating savings as one matures,

The changes in the composition of output during 1995-

and then starting to reduce saving as one ages. A corol-

2015 reflect considerable differences in TFP annual growth

lary of this hypothesis is that increased longevity will lead

rates among sectors:

individuals to accumulate higher saving to cover a longer

• For the U.S.,

13

the average annual TFP growth

rates were 1.25 percent for agriculture, 1.03 per-

life and therefore a longer period of dis-saving. An alternative would be for individuals to decide not to change their

cent for mining, 0.88 percent for manufacturing (of

cumulative savings but participate longer in the labor force.

which durable manufacturing was 1.70 percent),

A combination of these behaviors can also be envisaged.

1.1 percent for trade and information, 0.5 percent

Given that the aging phenomenon includes lower birth

for finance, and a dismal 0.17 percent for all other

rates and a longer lifespan, there are two perspectives for

services (with education declining 0.57 percent).

analyzing the effect of aging on personal savings rates (the

• For the EU countries, information from the OECD
shows that the annual TFP growth rates were 2.38
percent for industry (of which about 1 percent may

mass of personal savings as a proportion of income):
• From the longevity perspective, the response
seems relatively simple. The pool of personal sav-

have been contributed by an increase in capital

ings as a proportion of GDP would be larger as

intensity) and 1.27 pecent for the services sector

older people would either save for a longer period

(with personal services declining 0.17 perecent).

or reduce their pool of savings at a slower pace

To illustrate the potential impact on future global growth

because they would work longer. Moreover, per-

of a shift toward services in the composition of output, and

sonal savings rates could be higher than before

in the absence of global data on TFP growth rates for indi-

the aging phenomenon because young people

vidual sectors, a decline in TFP growth of .41 percent is

know that they will live longer and even if they

assumed (see above). This decline in TFP growth is based

were to expect to work longer, they may antici-

on two factors: i) the annual average rate of growth of the

pate the need for a larger pool of savings to cover

share of services in total output (0.5 percent) over the last

a longer period of retirement. The combination of

twenty years (1995-2015), and ii) conservative assump-

these behaviors would lead (ceteris paribus) to a

tions based on the observations for the US and the EU

larger pool of national savings as a proportion of
GDP and, therefore, cause real interest rates to

11. Technological improvements may offset or more than offset this effect,
although recent trends have not shown this effect.
12. Era Dabla-Norris et. al, The New Normal: A Sector Level Perspective
on Productivity Trends in Advanced Economies, 2015.
13. The information on TFP is obtained from the US Bureau of Labor
Statistics-KLEMS. KLEMS (K-capital, L-labor, E-energy, M-materials, and
S-purchased services) refers to broad categories of intermediate inputs
that are consumed by industries in their production of goods and services.

14. For macroeconomic consistency, the paper assumes that the saving-investment gap remains unchanged, i.e., if aging were to affect personal savings and thus national savings, real interest rates would adjust to
induce a level of investment that would keep the gap unchanged.
15. US Bureau of Labor and Statistics. Beyond the numbers, December
2015. Numerous empirical studies and work by the Bureau of Labor and
Statistics of the U.S. have corroborated this hypothesis.
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Figure 2: Share of Services, Industry and Agriculture in GDP (in percent)
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Box 2: Aging and the special challenges faced by Africa
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Through 2050 populations of all regions of the world will

of the world. And for that, Africa needs to overcome the con-

age (as measured by expected median age compared to that

siderable challenges it faces—it needs to undergo a significant

in 2015). However, not all regions will age uniformly during

transformation over the next few decades. Voluminous work

that period. More specifically, the median age will increase by

has been completed on this subject, and this paper is not the

4.5 years in Sub-Saharan Africa, the lowest increase among

place to discuss it. Undoubtedly, however, developing a skilled

emerging and developing countries; the median age increase

and productive labor force is key—one of the most urgent and

for all other regions will range between 8 years in MENA and

likely difficult challenges faced by Africa is the buildup of the

12 years in LATAM. The median age of the already older

human capital required to fulfill its potential in the aging envi-

advanced countries will increase by 5 years. Furthermore, by

ronment just described.

2050 Sub-Saharan Africa will hold the youngest population

To this end, an effective education system will need to play

worldwide—the median age will be slightly above 20 years. In

the central role. However, Africa’s performance regarding edu-

comparison, the median age in other emerging and developing

cation has lagged that of other regions. Even among the most

countries will be in the low forties (except for MENA which will

advanced countries in the region, the quality of education is at

have a median age of 34) and in advanced countries will be 45.

best defective, and at worst dysfunctional.1

In addition, Africa will be, by far, home to the fastest growing
population in the world.

The current deficiencies need to be addressed with increasing commitment, effort, and investment in strengthening

As the production structure of the aging countries and

education effectiveness, as opposed to the simple concept of

regions shifts toward services, it provides an excellent oppor-

time at school. This is by no means a problem in Africa alone,

tunity to the “younger” regions to supplement the supply of

but seems particularly critical for the region to reap its demo-

manufacturing goods. Africa, and particularly Sub-Saha-

graphic dividend, and warrants major local and international

ran Africa, as the youngest of the emerging and developing

efforts. Otherwise, the much-needed increase in total factor

regions, would be in an exceptionally favorable position to fill

productivity will remain hostage to poor human capital.

this role. Indeed, Africa is projected to increase its export share
in world exports from 3 percent in 2012 to 10 percent in 2060
(Lamy 2016).
For this projection to be realized, the productivity of the African export sectors needs to increase faster than that of the rest

1. For a thorough description of the current deficiencies and a reform
agenda, see Alavuotunki, K. and Reinikka, R., “Building Human Capital: Improving Education Quality” in Africa Reset: A New Way Forward
(2017).

decline and induce higher investment and faster

savings to grow. The larger the difference in the

economic growth.

growth rates of these two groups, the larger the

• A recent US Federal Reserve study based on

growth of the savings pool. This led to a strong

the changing age structure of the US population

increase in savings and thus investment and GDP

concludes that the savings pool would continue

growth. Does the reverse hold with aging?

to increase and therefore low interest rates would

• As fertility declines, the relative size of the cohorts

continue.16 Similarly, a recent study by PIMCO17

aged 25 to 64 (the “savers”) will diminish and

notes that the ratio of peak savers to the elderly

therefore these cohorts’ savings in terms of GDP

could even rise in the short term, and would not

would be lower than the savings to GDP ratio of

drop below the current level until 2030, thereby

the same cohorts in the past. In addition, as the

increasing the pool of personal savings. It observes,

relative size of the older cohort becomes larger

however, that this would only delay an eventual

their dis-saving in terms of GDP could be larger

decline in savings rates

than the dis-saving of the older cohorts of the past.

• From the perspective of the change in the population age structure (i.e., the combination of

In these circumstances, it is possible to envisage
a declining pool of personal savings, as illustrated

increases in longevity and declines in birth rates),

in, unless the propensity to save of the various age

the response is not as simple. Before the aging

cohorts increases.

phenomenon, the young cohorts grew faster than

• Table 5 is based on the simple application of the

the older cohorts, causing the pool of personal

2015 savings rate of each age cohort (estimated
by the US Bureau of Labor Statistics) to the cor-

16. It also concludes that investment and economic growth will remain low.
17. Tracey, M. and Fels, J., “70 Is the New 65: Demographics Still Support
‘Lower Rates for Longer’”, PIMCO, 2016.

responding cohorts estimated population (by the
UN population projections) for the US in 2030 and
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Table 5: US Population Structure and Savings

110

-7

115

-8

-8.50%

-0.23%

220

44

220

48

240

9.10%

0.25%

35-54

9.6

84

803

89

851

93

889

10.70%

0.29%

55-64

7.2

41

295

43

309

46

331

12.20%

0.33%

65-74

2.3

27

63

36

84

38

89

40.70%

0.98%

75+

-1.6

20

-32

34

-55

49

-79

0.00%

0.00%

322

1343

356

1403

389

1463

20.80%

-1.08%

Savings per capita (thousands)

4.17

3.94

3.76

-6.40%

-0.19%

US GDP (billion)

18004

22509

30317

68.40%

1.50%

Personal savings/GDP

7.46%

6.23%

4.83%

-35.30%

-1.18%

Source: US Bureau of Labor statistics and Centennial estimates.

2050.18 While the slowdown in the rate of growth

higher labor force participation rate by workers aged 65

of the personal savings pool is relatively gradual (an

and above (i.e., higher GDP growth) on personal savings

average 1.2 percent a year), the cumulative decline

will be uncertain. It will depend on the relative size of the

of 2.5 percentage points of GDP by 2050 is rather

elasticities (a and b).

striking. Other things equal, i.e., that corporate and

S=aT+bY

public savings in terms of GDP remain as in the

where T is increased taxation and Y is higher income

baseline and that the propensities to save remain

•

from increased participation.

as in 2015, the slower growth of personal savings

Personal savings can also be influenced by the expec-

would lead real interest rates to rise and therefore

tation for the financial outlook of the national security

growth of total investment to slow down. This, in

system, i.e., would the system move into unsustainable

turn, would lead to weaker GDP

deficits, which would lead to gradual reductions in retire-

growth rates than otherwise, with a potential

ment benefits through a combination of lower retirement

vicious cycle of slower growth, slower savings,

payments and higher (larger and/or longer contributions)?

slower investment, etc.
• In these circumstances, higher real interest rates

From an individual point of view, it is interesting to note
that personal savings may be affected by the reasons for

could attract capital flows to “aging countries and

aging (declining fertility, increasing longevity) and the types

regions” with adverse effects on investment growth

of pension systems (defined contributions, defined ben-

and thus the GDP growth rates of emerging and

efits, defined annuities).19 For instance, when increasing

developing countries and regions with younger

longevity is the main cause for aging, its effects on saving

populations, such as Sub-Saharan Africa and the

are ambiguous, irrespective of the pension system, as a

Middle East and North Africa (MENA).

longer lifespan induces higher personal savings but this

The conclusion that slower growth of personal savings

effect could be weakened or even reversed by working

would lead real interest rates to rise and the growth of

longer. When declining fertility is the main cause for aging,

total investment to slow holds if the participation in the

its effects on personal saving are positive, as individuals

labor force of workers aged 65 and above is the same

save more because the decline in the relative number of

as assumed in the baseline scenario. However, if that

contributors would result in lower pension benefits (defined

labor participation rate is higher, GDP growth would be

contributions) or higher contributions would be neces-

higher and this would lead to higher personal savings as

sary to keep benefits unchanged (defined benefits). See

seen above. The net effect of increased taxation and a
18. US Bureau of Labor Statistics (2015).

19. Onder, H. and Pestieau, P., “Is aging bad for the economy? Maybe.”
World Bank, 2014.
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Annual Growth Rate

Cumulative savings

-7

44

Growth rate

Total Savings (billion)
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5.0

Population (mill)

-0.1
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sand per person)

<25

Savings (US$ thou-

Population (mill)

2015-50

Total Savings (billion)

2050
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2030
Total Savings (billion)

2015
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subsection “Policy response and growth” for a discussion

econometric analysis carried out in this paper, on the basis

from a macroeconomic point of view.

of past data and the long-term scenarios developed below.

Public Finances and growing aging-related public

Aging and no aging scenarios
Econometric analysis helped estimate the relationship

spending

between both public expenditure and revenue with GDP
and the median population age. The historical data for

Outlook
Aging has been leading to major changes in the struc-
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these variables for different country groups and regions

ture of public spending in recent decades, as the growing

during the period 2000-2016 was used as a basis to

demands for the various programs to care for the elderly

develop two scenarios for the period through 2050: (i)

(particularly health care and pensions) have been causing

no (median) aging after 2017 and (ii) UN projections for

this component of public current expenditure to grow fast.

median age. As indicated above, the scenarios are of gen-

In response, governments have implemented measures to

eral and thus tentative nature. Even so, they are in line

contain these growing pressures and their impact on the

with the main conclusion of the IMF Note: aging, without

fiscal balance. To the extent that aging-related spending

offsetting fiscal measures, will have major adverse effects

has been offset by reductions in other current spending,

on the sustainability of the public finances.

increases in taxation or a combination of these measures,
public savings and thus public investment have kept

The main findings of the regressions are:24
• For advanced economies, the public finances

unchanged, other things equal. This process has been

would deteriorate by as much as 5.2 percent of

difficult but generally feasible because the increase in

GDP in twenty years, and then slowly decline to

aging-related spending to-date, although rapid, has been

4.8 percent, by 2050 as aging slows down;

manageable, given its initial size.

• For emerging and developing countries, the esti-

However, population projections by the UN suggest

mated deterioration of the public finances would

that aging of the population, and thus aging-related

be as high as 9 percent with a slight decline in the

outlays, will continue to increase in future. As a conse-

outer years, given that the aging process would

quence, further fiscal measures will be necessary to avoid

be more sustained in this group of countries; and

20

• The deterioration of the public finances is not uni-

This is clearly illustrated by a recent IMF Staff Discussion

unsustainable fiscal deficits and increases in public debt.

form among emerging and developing economies.

Note. The Note estimates that, in the absence of reforms,

For the period through 2036, the public finances

21

aging-related outlays would increase by 5 percentage

would show virtually no change in MENA and

points of GDP and 4.5 percentage points of GDP in more

deteriorations of 2.4 percent of GDP in Sub-Sa-

and less developed countries, respectively, between 2015

haran Africa, 4.3 percent in Emerging Asia, and a

and 2050.22 This increase mainly reflects growing health

catastrophic 9.5 percent in Latin America. These

spending,23 as past pension reforms are expected to keep

deteriorations continue to increase beyond 2036

pension spending relatively contained. The Note indicates

for most regions (Figures 3 and 4), but they should

that this increase is subject to a degree of uncertainty

be seen with caution.

given that past UN population projections have proved

The equations used are:

to be biased upward, due to both fertility rates declining

Log Et =A+ B log GDPt +C log MEt

(2)

faster than projected and longevity increasing faster than

Log Rt =A*+ B* log GDPt +C* log MEt

(3)

projected. The findings of the Note are confirmed by the

Equations (2) and (3) indicate, that both Expenditure
(E) and Revenue (R) are functions of GDP and the Median

20. High fiscal deficits would move private savings away from financing
investment, with considerable adverse effects on economic growth and
an eventual fiscal crisis, due to growing levels of debt and declining rates
of GDP growth.
21. B. Clements et al., “The Fiscal Consequences of Shrinking Populations” 2015.
22. The Note indicates that cutting the gender gap in labor force participation rates by half over 2015–50 would reduce aging-related spending
by about 1 percentage point of GDP in 2050 in both the more and less
developed economies.
23. On average, health care costs are projected to increase faster than
economic growth, not only because of population aging but also because
of technological improvements in health care that result in better although
costlier services.

Age (ME).
Table 6 shows the key coefficients for two groups of
countries, the currently-defined advanced countries and
the emerging and developing countries. Results for the
various regions are generally strong. Not surprisingly, GDP

24. The regressions are run in logs: thus the coefficients provide rates of
change.
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Table 6: Public Expenditure and Revenue Regression results
Advanced Countries

Emerging and Developing Countries

Expenditure
Intercept

3.7

2.9

GDP 1/

-0.7

-1.7

Median age

5.9

16.2

R

0.84

0.93

Intercept

3.7

2.9

GDP

1.2

1.4

Median age 1/

1.0

-3.9

R2

0.92

0.90

2

Revenue

coefficients for the Expenditure equation and the age coefficients for the Revenue equation are weak.
Based on these results, Figure 3 and 4 depict the trajectories of the fiscal deficits for the period through 2050,

Abstracting from the potential adverse effect on economic incentives, which could be significant, an increase
in taxation to cover higher aging-related spending will have
an uncertain effect on personal savings, even if individ-

under the two scenarios mentioned earlier, i.e., one assum-

uals quickly adjust their saving behavior in line with the

ing no (median) aging after 2017 and one in line with the

prediction of the life cycle hypothesis. Other things equal,

medium variant of the UN projections for median age, for

higher taxation could lead the 25-to-64 aged cohorts to

the advanced and the emerging and developing countries

increase their savings to compensate for the decline in

as a group and by regions.

their future income net of taxes. However, if some of the
cohorts were to keep current consumption unchanged,
their current savings would decline and therefore, as sav-

Policy response and growth
Improved tax systems and more efficient public spend-

ings are depleted, their future consumption will be lower.

ing could help reduce the projected deficits to sustainable

At the same time, higher taxation on the 65 and above

levels, although reductions in non-aging related outlays are

aged cohort would imply a corresponding reduction in

likely to become less and less feasible over time. Thus, as

consumption; thus they could increase their dis-saving (i.e.,

aging-related spending expands, the need for a combina-

reduce their existing savings pool) to limit such a reduction

tion of higher taxation (or contributions) and cuts in such

in consumption. Moreover, the extent of the increase in

spending would become unavoidable. These measures

dis-saving is uncertain, as they may have to weigh current

are politically very difficult26 and involve complex political

vs. future consumption as life expectancy increases.

25

economy dilemmas because they impact the various

It is possible to conclude, therefore, that the effects of

cohorts of the population differently. For instance, reduc-

increasing taxation to cover growing aging-related spend-

ing aging-related spending could be seen as increasing

ing on total personal savings will depend on the changes in

taxation on the elderly. Nevertheless, these measures will

the propensities to save of the various cohorts and on the

become unavoidable to ensure sustainability of the public

rate of growth of these cohorts. This uncertainty would not

finances and thus prevent a public debt crisis, with its

exist, however, in the case of strict Ricardian Equivalence,

adverse social and economic effects. The specific combi-

as the increase in taxation will have no effect on the growth

nation of taxation and aging-related spending cuts would

of personal savings,28 and thus on investment growth.29

depend on the individual country’s social priorities.27

As noted above, reducing aging-related spending could
be seen as increasing taxation. The 65 and above aged
cohort may increase its dis-saving to avoid a reduction in

25. The cuts could include outright reductions in benefits and/or linking
longevity gains to additional increases in retirement age.
26. In part, this is because of the growing and thus stronger political force
of the elderly voters.
27. In this regard, countries without social security systems in place may
consider not introducing them at all. In these countries, individuals will continue to internalize the absence of a social security system through higher
personal savings rates than otherwise.

consumption (offset in part by their concern about future
28. In a strict “Ricardian Equivalence” context, increased taxation would
lead to an equivalent reduction in consumption so as to keep private saving unchanged.
29. Put differently, the increased taxation would be covered one to one by
a reduction in personal savings, which was held to finance the previously
envisaged public sector deficits.
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aged 25 to 54, with the exception of Africa).30 The IMF

increase their savings to help compensate for the reduc-

Note, mentioned above, estimates that reducing by half

tion in future age-related benefits. Thus, the net effect on

the gap in the participation rates between individuals aged

total personal savings is uncertain. As in the case of higher

55 to 64 and those aged 25 to 54 would reduce age-re-

taxation, the effect of reducing aging-related spending on

lated spending by almost 1 percentage point of GDP in

total personal savings will depend on the changes in the

2050 in the more developed countries, and about a third

propensities to save of the various cohorts and on the rate

of this in the less developed countries.

of growth of these cohorts. Similarly, in the case of strict

Other potential policy responses to the fiscal challenges

Ricardian Equivalence, reducing aging-related spending

posed by population trends involve policies that attempt

will have no effect on the growth of personal savings and

to change underlying demographics, such incentives to

thus on investment growth.

increase fertility and labor force participation, including

A possible policy to reduce the growing fiscal gaps is

of women and the elderly, and to promote immigration.31

to increase the labor force participation rate of the cohort
aged 55–64 (who have lower participation rates than those

30. This policy may encounter strong opposition in many countries, as it is
can be seen as raising the retirement age.
31. From a global perspective, immigration may involve a net zero-sumgame.

Figure 3: Projected fiscal deficits through 2050
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consumption). The 25-to-64 aged cohorts will most likely

Median Age - no change from 2016
Source: Centennial Estimates.

Median Age - UN projections
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Figure 4: Projected fiscal deficits through 2050, by region
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While the latter may pose social and political difficulties in

impact of demographics on aging-related spending, thus

some countries, others may benefit from immigration, par-

necessitating broader public sector reforms to improve the

ticularly in the form of a temporary boost to the work force,

public finances.

growth, and fiscal revenue, providing time for countries to

The long-term projections of the size and age com-

implement needed age-related reforms. Eventually these

position of the population are subject to considerable

new workers will also retire and exert pressure on spending

uncertainty. Relatively small changes in fertility, mortality, or

(Gibson and McKenzie 2012).

migration rates can have an important impact on the pro-

Conclusions

fertility were to decline faster than envisaged in the medium

jected increases in aging-related spending. For instance, if
The analysis conducted in this paper shows that the
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effects of aging on economic growth are serious, although

variant of UN population projections, spending pressures
could be even greater than estimated.

different, across countries and regions. Relatively smaller

Moreover, some specific outcomes and assumptions

25-to-64 aged cohorts and more dependents per worker

may be questioned. For example, are older people less

would suggest that aging has a negative effect. These

productive? If so, by how much? Will this continue or be

broad effects are reflected in the results of the baseline

reversed in future? Is there a possible difference in pro-

scenario—slower GDP and savings growth, although not

ductivity between those that would have entered the labor

necessary on a per capita basis.

force anyway and those that constitute the bulk of the

However, when behavioral responses are taken into
account, these results may not necessarily hold. Longer
lifespans would most likely lead individuals to accumulate
higher savings. This, in turn, would increase investment

“increased participation” group. The answer may be in the
affirmative, but subject to further inquiry.
An important point is that, as aging may reduce average
productivity and the level of savings available for invest-

and thus economic growth relative to the baseline. Similarly,

ment may decline, total factor productivity growth is of the

in all probability individuals would work longer and thus

essence. Technological progress needs to be accelerated,

help increase output as well as reduce their dis-saving.

particularly in the services sectors. Advances in artificial

This will depend on the increase in labor force participation,

intelligence may help considerably in this regard, and

which will tend to reduce the net dis-savings caused by

greater focus on this type of change will be an imperative.

aging and, with an adverse impact, the actual increase of
“oldies” in the total population.
The envisaged rise in aging-related outlays is expected

As noted, this paper is by no means comprehensive.
It does not address potential positive consequences
for welfare resulting from shrinking populations. Indeed,

to raise fiscal deficits by around 5 percentage points of

the population growth rate of the past, i.e., population

GDP by 2050 and most likely drive public debt to unsus-

doubling every 35 years or so, is unsustainable. Easing

tainable levels, unless spending is reduced or revenue

population pressure helps to contain the use of energy

increased beyond trend. It is noteworthy that the regres-

and fossils fuels, benefiting the environment, and helps

sion analysis shows that the fiscal problem is of a larger

increase investment in people, promising inclusive growth

magnitude, as a proportion of GDP, for the emerging and

and raised standards of living.

developing economies. This is because these economies
face a more rapid aging process than the advanced economies, which are already well into the problem of aging
and therefore would show a smaller increase in median
age than the emerging and developing economies. The
deterioration in public finances would have dire consequences, clearly underscoring the need for further reforms
of aging-related spending.
Given the magnitude of the needed policy response,
a multi-pronged approach will be required, including entitlement reform, policies that affect demographics and
labor markets, better tax systems, and more efficient
public expenditure. In many countries it could be impossible to cut non-aging related spending to fully offset the
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Appendix I: The world in 2050—Alternative

slowdown since 2012, although not to the same extent as

scenarios

Latin America or the Middle East.

The work in The World in 2050 presents alternative

Even though the Advanced Economies as a group

scenarios for the emerging global economy through 2050

have seen a modest recovery since 2010, growth rates for

with a primary focus on Emerging and Developing Econ-

all developing regions (other than Latin America and the

omies, using the Centennial standard growth model as a

CIS) still exceed those of the Advanced Economies. None-

basis, taking into account megatrends discussed earlier

theless, when measured on a per capita basis, growth in

in this book.

the Advanced Economies may only be exceeded by that

Since 1990, the average rate of growth for the Emerg-

in Asian countries. While events since 2007 illustrate the

ing and Developing Economies has been twice that of

complexities of the growth process for both advanced and
Emerging and Developing Economies, under most plau-

smooth. Still, the long-term trend of the Emerging and

sible scenarios, growth in the Emerging and Developing

Developing Economies gaining a greater share of global

Economies is likely to continue to exceed growth in the

GDP will likely continue. Furthermore, as more and more

Advanced Economies through 2050.

residents of Emerging and Developing Economies join the

On the basis of the evidence of the historical data, and

middle class, they will have greater impact on the world

using the well-established Centennial growth model used

economic structure and governance.

in previous studies, multiple scenarios were generated for

Despite the positive trend, the path ahead cannot

the “World in 2050”, by asking “what if” questions. The

be taken for granted. The strong performance of recent

objective was to develop a set of scenarios under vary-

years was largely the result of a combination of factors

ing assumptions in order to visualize the impact of things

such as opening up to trade worldwide, greater inter-

going well or going badly, both for the factors used in the

nal mobilization of domestic and external resources, a

standard growth model and under global megatrends,

steady improvement in education levels and infra- struc-

where their impact could be quantified with a reasonable

ture services, the effects of the demographic (population

degree of confidence. The study presents just four of

growth) dividend, the acquisition of new technologies, the

these scenarios, in order to allow a simple and clear pre-

increased participation in global value chains, and for many,

sentation. These scenarios are not intended to constitute

the commodity boom of 2000s (reversed in 2012) and

definitive projections.

importantly, stronger institutions.
Even if these generalizations about improved national

The scenarios revolve around a “central” scenario considered most plausible for the global economy. A crucial

policies and the global economic climate impact on coun-

assumption under this scenario is that the global produc-

tries’ performance may help explain the increasing role of

tivity frontier (the United States economy) will continue to

the Emerging and Developing Economies as a group on

improve at an average annual rate of 1 percent, as it has

the world stage, different regions have performed vary-

for the past 100 years or so. It further assumes that only

ingly. East and Southeast Asia have done exceedingly

the advanced economies that have performed well in the

well, and India also in the more recent years. The Eastern

past 20 years or so will continue to move at the same

and Central European as well as Central Asian countries

pace as the United States and similarly that emerging and

saw a period of rapid growth between the fall of the Soviet

developing economies that have a record of successful

Union and 2007, but have since been hurt first by the slow

convergence in the past will continue to converge in the

recovery of the European Union, and more recently by the

future as well. It also presents two further scenarios for

decline in commodity prices (particularly by the prices of oil

the emerging and developing economies called “strong

and gas). The same can be said about the economies of

policy” and “poor policies and low productivity.” Under the

the Middle East and North Africa. Latin America also saw a

strong policy scenario, the assumptions about the global

decade of fast economic growth until 2011, with improved

productivity frontier and the advanced economies’ per-

conditions for many of its poorer social segments. How-

formance remain the same as in the central scenario but

ever, the trend has slowed down dramatically, partly as a

policy performance of emerging and developing econo-

result of the sharply lower commodity prices after 2012

mies is improved significantly.

and, in a number of cases, the re-emergence of poor
macroeconomic policies. Finally, Africa has also suffered a

The poor policies scenario combines two simultaneous
adverse developments: a large number of emerging and
developing economies fall in the middle-income trap as
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Advanced Economies. The trajectory has been far from
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a result of their inability to maintain a reasonable policy

in line with its share of world population and return to the

regime and the global productivity growth rate slows to

balance of output that prevailed prior to the Industrial

only 0.6 percent per year (as argued by some cautious

Revolution; though Asia’s per capita income in 2050, at

experts). While this scenario could be considered overly

$37,000, will still be less than half of that of the countries

pessimistic, it cannot be ruled out altogether. The fourth

defined as advanced today ($79,000).

scenario, even more optimistic than the strong policy

By the end of the period, the three largest economies

scenario, assumes acceleration in the global productivity

in the world, by far, will be China, India, and the United

growth (as believed by some technologists) together with

States (in that order), accounting between them for nearly

strong policies to test the impact of technical progress on

half of total world GDP. The top ten biggest economies

the future of the world economy. Only the central Scenario

will include just four other current advanced economies

is presented here. The world in 2050 presents the results

(Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom, and France). This

for other scenarios in detail.

list of the top twenty economies in 2050 excludes four

Central scenario

members of the current G20 (Argentina, Australia, Italy and

Under the central scenario, today’s emerging and devel-

South Africa), and incorporates five newcomers (Nigeria,

oping economies would grow at an average annual rate of

Vietnam, Pakistan, Egypt and Thailand); currently, G20

4.0 percent over the 2016-2050 period, in comparison to

also includes the EU.

a rate of growth of 1.8 percent for today’s advanced econ-

Asia as a whole will account for about 61 percent of

omies. The average rate of growth for Sub-Saharan Africa

global growth between 2015-2050, and today’s advanced

would be in the order 5.1 percent, and that of Emerging

economies for another almost 20 percent. The rest of the

Asia, 4.4 percent. Under this scenario, the rate of growth

world will contribute only 20 percent of global growth,

of GDP in Latin America would be 3.1 percent and the

unless the other regions step up their economic perfor-

Middle East 3.4 percent, and that of Emerging Europe 1.7

mance, particularly Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa,

percent, slightly lower than Advanced Economies. Over

as postulated in the strong policy (optimistic) scenario.

time, the rate of growth of the global economy will decline

The central scenario envisions a future where countries

as countries converge toward the global best practice and

remain on the same trajectory that they have followed in

also as population growth rates decline worldwide (except

the past. But to remain on their trajectory, countries will

in Sub-Saharan Africa).
Under the central scenario, the world will be very different from the one we see today. By 2050, the global

need to work harder than ever before for the simple reason
that as they catch up with the more developed economies, it will become more and more challenging to further

economy will triple in size to total $339 trillion. The world will

improve their productivity and competitiveness. It will

be significantly wealthier, with the global per capita income

require overcoming significant obstacles—political, social,

averaging close to $35,000 as compared to $15,000 today.

and institutional—that must be overcome to realize even

Additionally, there will be dramatic improvements in the

this plausible scenario. The strong policy scenario, while

income levels and living standards of people who live in

more desirable, should be regarded as a difficult goal to

countries currently referred to as “developing.”

achieve. This scenario will require all developing regions to

In 2050, as many as 79 countries will have GDP per

emulate the past record of East Asia. While such a goal is

capita higher than the average 2015 income of Southern

certainly possible, achieving this scenario will require great

Europe (Spain, Portugal, Greece, Italy). The distinctions

discipline and intense dedication to economic develop-

between developed and developing countries that were so

ment on a massive scale.

distinct half a century ago will have virtually disappeared.

The main message to the political, economic, and busi-

Perhaps even more importantly, as many as 5.5 billion, or

ness leaderships is that the long-term future of the world

57 percent, of the world’s expected total population of 9.6

is and will be in the hands of their leaders. Ultimately, it will

billion in 2050 will live in these 79 countries; only 1 billion

be their actions, or non-actions, which will determine what

people, or 14 percent of the world’s population, enjoy such

kind of world future generations will inherit.

affluence today.

Projections Methodology

By 2050, Emerging Asia will account for just over half

In the model GDP is estimated as a function of employ-

(51 percent) of global output under the central scenario.

ment (number of workers), capital stock, and total factor

China, India, Japan and Indonesia will lead the way in this

productivity for 187 countries between 2015–2050 under

process. The rise of Asia will bring Asia’s economic share

four different growth scenarios that we call “Central”,
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“Best-Policy Optimistic”, “Productivity-Growth Optimistic

investment rate values for year and the two subsequent

Scenario”, and “Pessimistic”. This section offers an abbre-

years is computed and treated as the initial investment

viated description of the model; a more detailed exposition,

rate. This smoothing out of fluctuations in the initial invest-

in Kohli, Szyf, and Arnold (2012), is available on request.32

ment rate is necessary to yield better estimates for certain

As seen in equation (1), a Cobb-Douglas function with

countries in which there is much volatility in the earliest

constant returns to scale is assumed, with α equal to

investment rate values. This rate is then multiplied by the

two-thirds:

GDP in year to determine . The earliest year possible is

GDP=TFP × Wa ×K(1-a) 		

(1)

chosen for this estimate because the longer the timeframe

GDP figures are generated for three different measures:

before the projections commence the more the yearly

real GDP (constant 2012 prices); GDP PPP (constant 2012

depreciations will reduce the effects on the model of any

PPP prices); and GDP at expected market exchange rates,

initial imprecisions in capital estimates.
The model is calibrated by calculating total factor pro-

and serves as this chapter’s best proxy for nominal GDP.

ductivity (TFP) for an initial year (2018)33 based on workers,

The model first takes the IMF WEO projections through

capital stock, and historical GDP, with GDP and capital

2018 and thereafter estimates annual real GDP growth for

stock measured in purchasing-power- parity dollars at

each country between 2015 and 2050.

constant 2012 PPP prices. For subsequent years, TFP is

Employment growth (growth in the number of work-

projected. For the TFP projections, we differentiate four

ers) stems from changes in the employment rate and from

tiers of countries: converging; half-converging; non-con-

labor force growth, which in turn stems from population

verging; and fragile.

growth and from changes in labor force participation rates.

All countries begin with a default TFP growth rate of 1

Population growth is based on the 2015 Revision of the

percent, which, to a strong level of statistical significance,

UN’s World Population Prospects, while labor force par-

equals the average US rate over the past 40, 30, 25, and

ticipation rates are projected separately, by gender, for

20 years, and which, also to a strong level of statistical

seven age cohorts (15–19, 20–24, 25–29, 30–49, 50–59,

significance, equals the average rate of all non-converg-

60–64, and 65+) to better capture cohort-specific trends.

ing countries over the same four periods. In our model,

Male rates are projected directly; female rates are derived

this is the fixed rate of productivity growth for non-con-

by projecting the difference between male and female

verging, non-fragile countries in the central scenario. The

rates for each age group. Labor force participation rates

background to this approach is that research shows that

from 1980 through 2030 are taken from the International

some growth differences between developing countries

Labor Organization.

can be successfully modelled by separating them into two

Capital stock growth, based on an initial capital stock

groups: converging and non-converging countries (Gill and

and yearly investment rates and depreciation, is defined as:

Kharas, 2007). A country is deemed to be converging if

(1+K (Growth)t )=Kt/K(t-1) =(I(t-1)/K(t-1))-0.06

(4)

where is the capital stock, 0.06 represents the yearly

its 2002–2012 and 1992–2012 average TFP growths are
closer to what the model would predict for a converge

depreciation of 6%, and is the capital investment from

(see below) than to what it would predict for a non-con-

the previous year, which is defined as the previous year’s

verger; for a converger, the lower its productivity relative

GDP (measured in constant 2012 PPP dollars) multiplied

to the global best practice, the more quickly it converges.

by the investment rate as a share of GDP. The initial cap-

This convergence reflects technology transfers from richer

ital stock is calculated using the Caselli method, with the

innovating countries, technology leapfrogging, the diffu-

following equation:
K0=I0/(g+0.06)

sion of management and operational research from more
			

(5)

developed countries, and other ways that a country can

where is the initial capital stock, g is the average GDP

shortcut productivity-improvement processes by learning

growth over the subsequent ten years, 0.06 is the depre-

from economies that are already at the productivity frontier.

ciation rate, and is the initial year’s investment. For , for

In the model, the lower the country’s productivity rela-

each country, the earliest year for which there exists capital

tive to that of the US, the larger the boost, and the quicker

investment data (year ) is identified. The average of the

the catch-up.34 The general equation for TFP growth is:

32. This annex is based on Kohli (2011), but it has been updated with the
methodology revisions detailed in Kohli, Szyf, & Arnold (2012), in which
more details about the methodology and its derivation can be found.

33. 2 IMF WEO GDP growth projections are used through 2018.
34. TFP is used in the convergence term instead of the per-capita income
used by others for three reasons: first, if the equation were to use GDP per
capita, over time the TFP of a converging country would not converge to
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which incorporates expected exchange rate movements

22
TFPGrowth = 1.0% + CB – FP 		
where

(6)

is the convergence boost benefiting “con-

verging” countries and is the productivity growth penalty
suffered by failing or fragile states. (Note that in the pessimistic scenario the 1.0% in the above equation is instead
0.6%, and in one optimistic scenario it is 1.3%.)
The growth scenarios for each country are based on
the employment growth, capital deepening, and produc-
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year. In the case of the pessimistic scenario, the default
TFP growth rate is 0.6%, and in the productivity-growth
optimistic scenario the default TFP growth rate is 1.3%.
The transition of individual countries, is gradual. That
is, countries are made to adopt an intermediate state
between failed and not-failed, or between converging and
non-converging, by varying the values of and in equations
(7) and (8).

tivity changes over the period 2016-2050. The measure

For a detailed discussion of the methodology, including

of GDP at expected market exchange rates adjusts the

for projections of market exchange rates and of income

GDP estimate by expected changes in the real exchange

classes and poverty, please see Kohli, Szyf, and Arnold

rate. First, an equation is derived to establish a theoretical

(2012).

relationship between a country’s real exchange rate and
its PPP income relative to that of the US. Then, the country’s modeled exchange rate converges towards the value
that corresponds to its income in this theoretical equation.
These relationships are not linear, and the countries for
which increases in GDP PPP per capita most appreciate
their real exchange rates are the countries whose incomes
are between a third and two-thirds that of the United States,
and not the poorest or richest countries. The model also
projects the sizes of the low, middle, and high-income populations, again following Kharas, by measuring the number
of people in each country with living standards—in PPP
terms— within a certain absolute range. An income distribution for each country is derived from the World Bank’s
International Comparison Program.
The model calculates what share of the nation’s income
is available for consumption, and it distributes this consumption income over the population according to the
income distribution. As the country’s overall consumption
income increases, the purchasing power of those at the
bottom of the distribution increases, raising more to middle-income status.
The model makes separate projections for the optimistic, baseline, and pessimistic scenarios. The difference
between the scenarios is how countries are classified, as
converging, half-converging, non-converging, or failed;
how countries gradually transition between classifications;
and the value of the convergence coefficient. The specifications and timing of this sequence is paralleled in Kohli,
Szyf, and Arnold (2012).
As noted above, the default TFP growth rate in the
central and the best-policy optimistic scenarios is 1% per
that of the US but instead to other values. Also, since the convergence
equation represents convergence of TFP, we use TFP in order to make
the equation consistent with its purpose. Third, using the convergence
coefficient from past research in tandem with an income-based convergence term yields large discrepancies with the recent historical data for
TFP growth for many countries; using TFP yields a better fit.
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Table A1.1: GDP growth rates
Average
2017-2050

2017

2050

UN projection with normal participation
World

3.19

3.40

2.75

Advanced Economies

1.83

1.94

1.65

Emerging & Developing Countries

3.96

4.56

3.18

Sub-Saharan Africa

4.85

2.67

5.03

Latin America & Caribbean

3.00

1.05

2.59

Emerging Asia

4.41

6.20

3.24

2.93

1.77

2.68

Middle East & North Africa

UN projection with increased labor participation +65 and lower savings
3.25

3.40

2.80

Advanced Economies

1.84

1.94

1.62

Emerging & Developing Countries

4.04

4.56

3.27

Sub-Saharan Africa

4.91

2.67

5.15

Latin America & Caribbean

3.07

1.05

2.67

Emerging Asia

4.49

6.20

3.32

Middle East & North Africa

2.96

1.77

2.75

UN projection with increased labor participation +65 only
World

3.29

3.40

2.91

Advanced Economies

1.92

1.94

1.78

Emerging & Developing Countries

4.07

4.56

3.36

Sub-Saharan Africa

4.91

2.67

5.15

Latin America & Caribbean

3.12

1.05

2.81

Emerging Asia

4.53

6.20

3.43

3.00

1.77

2.80

World

3.31

3.40

2.90

Advanced Economies

2.09

1.94

1.87

Emerging & Developing Countries

4.02

4.56

3.34

Sub-Saharan Africa

4.45

2.67

4.48

Latin America & Caribbean

2.99

1.05

2.74

Emerging Asia

4.51

6.20

3.48

Middle East & North Africa

2.98

3.01

3.01

Middle East & North Africa
Constant age structure

Source: Centennial-Group.
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Figure A1.1: GDP Growth Rates, 2017-2050
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UN projection with normal participation
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UN projection with increased labor participation +65 only
Constant age structure
Source: Centennial Estimates.
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Figure A1.1: GDP Growth Rates, 2017-2050 (continued)
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Constant age structure

Source: Centennial Estimates.
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Figure A1.2: GDP per capita Growth Rates, 2017-2050
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Source: Centennial Estimates.
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Average GDP per
capita Growth
(from 2017)

Average GDP
Growth (from 2017)

Employed 65+
(millions)

Employed 25-64
(millions)

Output per worker
(USD 2011)

Table A1.2: GDP as a function of labor force and output per worker

109

2,650

34,422

2030

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection

2.43%

3.64%

181

2,990

47,482

2040

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection

2.57%

3.58%

233

3,250

60,810

2050

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection

2.62%

3.51%

270

3,490

77,881

2030

gradual increase in 65+ lbr force participation

2.50%

3.71%

221

2,990

47,482

2040

gradual increase in 65+ lbr force participation

2.64%

3.65%

333

3,250

60,810

2050

gradual increase in 65+ lbr force participation

2.69%

3.59%

441

3,490

77,881

2030

65+ to 25-64 employed ratio constant

2.39%

3.60%

126

3,045

47,482

2040

65+ to 25-64 employed ratio constant

2.54%

3.56%

139

3,343

60,810

2050

65+ to 25-64 employed ratio constant

2.61%

3.50%

150

3,610

77,881

2030

Population grows at 5-year historical rate

2.72%

4.09%

178

3,255

47,482

2040

Population grows at 5-year historical rate

2.86%

4.13%

252

3,872

60,810

2050

Population grows at 5-year historical rate

2.92%

4.15%

351

4,609

77,881

2030

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection AND output per worker growth .5% less

1.87%

3.07%

181

2,990

44,557

2040

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection AND output per worker growth .5% less

2.01%

3.02%

233

3,250

54,342

2050

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection AND output per worker growth .5% less

2.06%

2.95%

270

3,490

66,275

World
2017

2017

20

435

93,459

2030

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection

1.42%

1.71%

33

433

119,312

2040

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection

1.39%

1.63%

35

428

143,970

2050

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection

1.43%

1.62%

34

427

173,723

2030

gradual increase in 65+ lbr force participation

1.67%

1.96%

40

444

119,312

2040

gradual increase in 65+ lbr force participation

1.60%

1.84%

49

444

143,970

2050

gradual increase in 65+ lbr force participation

1.63%

1.82%

55

449

173,723

2030

65+ to 25-64 employed ratio constant

1.51%

1.80%

21

445

119,312

2040

65+ to 25-64 employed ratio constant

1.47%

1.71%

20

443

143,970

2050

65+ to 25-64 employed ratio constant

1.46%

1.66%

20

439

173,723

2030

Population grows at 5-year historical rate

1.37%

1.75%

46

430

119,312

2040

Population grows at 5-year historical rate

1.57%

1.96%

64

453

143,970

2050

Population grows at 5-year historical rate

1.57%

1.97%

81

465

173,723

2030

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection AND output per worker growth .5% less

1.00%

1.28%

33

433

111,921

2040

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection AND output per worker growth .5% less

0.97%

1.21%

35

428

128,569

2050

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection AND output per worker growth .5% less

1.00%

1.19%

34

427

147,693

Emerging and Developing Economies
2017

89

2,210.0

24,301

2030

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection

3.40%

4.53%

148

2,550.0

36,504

2040

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection

3.45%

4.45%

198

2,820.0

49,919

2050

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection

3.44%

4.35%

236

3,060.0

68,265

2030

gradual increase in 65+ lbr force participation

3.60%

4.73%

182

2,568.9

36,504

2040

gradual increase in 65+ lbr force participation

3.64%

4.65%

284

2,849.5

49,919

2050

gradual increase in 65+ lbr force participation

3.60%

4.51%

387

3,069.6

68,265

2030

65+ to 25-64 employed ratio constant

3.25%

4.38%

105

2,611.2

36,504

2040

65+ to 25-64 employed ratio constant

3.30%

4.31%

117

2,909.7

49,919

2050

65+ to 25-64 employed ratio constant

3.34%

4.25%

129

3,201.1

68,265

2030

Population grows at 5-year historical rate

3.84%

5.15%

141

2,887.0

36,504

2040

Population grows at 5-year historical rate

3.81%

5.10%

200

3,488.2

49,919

2050

Population grows at 5-year historical rate

3.80%

5.09%

289

4,222.0

68,265

2030

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection AND output per worker growth .5% less

2.87%

3.99%

148

2,550.0

34,270

2040

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection AND output per worker growth .5% less

2.92%

3.92%

198

2,820.0

44,642

2050

65+ lbr force participation - UN projection AND output per worker growth .5% less

2.91%

3.81%

236

3,060.0

58,154

Source: Centennial Estimates.
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